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The nature of the superconducting (SC) precursor in the cuprates has been the 
subject of intense interest1-2, with profound implications for both the normal and 
the SC states. Different experimental probes have led to vastly disparate 
conclusions on the temperature range of superconducting fluctuations3-14. The 
main challenges have been to separate the SC response from complex normal-
state behavior, and to distinguish the underlying behavior of the quintessential 
CuO2 layers from compound-specific properties. Here we reveal remarkably 
simple and universal behavior of the SC precursor using torque magnetometry, 
a unique thermodynamic probe with extremely high sensitivity to SC 
diamagnetism. We comprehensively study four distinct cuprate compounds: 
single-CuO2-layer La2-xSrxCuO4 (LSCO), Bi2(Sr,La)2CuO6+δ (Bi2201) and 
HgBa2CuO4+δ (Hg1201), and double-layer Bi2Sr2Ca0.95Y0.05CuO8+δ (Bi2212). Our 
approach, which focuses on the nonlinear diamagnetic response, completely 
removes normal-state contributions and thus allows us to trace the diamagnetic 
signal above Tc with great precision. We find that SC diamagnetism vanishes in 
an unusual, yet surprisingly simple exponential manner, marked by a universal 
temperature scale that is independent of compound and Tc. We discuss the 
distinct possibility that this unusual behavior signifies the proliferation of SC 
clusters as a result of the intrinsic inhomogeneity known to be an inherent 
property of the cuprates. 
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High-Tc superconductivity in the cuprates emerges from a metallic state that exhibits 
unusual pseudogap phenomena1. One of the pivotal open questions is how 
superconductivity evolves from this complex metallic state. For the extensively 
studied systems LSCO, Bi2201 and YBa2Cu3O6+δ (YBCO), some experiments (Nernst 
effect3,4, torque magnetization5,6, photoemission7, infrared spectroscopy9) seem to 
indicate signatures of superconductivity in an anomalously wide temperature range 
above Tc in the underdoped part of the phase diagram. Yet other experiments 
(microwave10, terahertz conductivity11,12, and specific heat13) reveal signatures of 
incipient superconductivity only in a relatively narrow temperature range near Tc. 
Furthermore, extensive recent work has focused on the interplay between 
superconductivity and other incipient ordering tendencies, including the possibility of 
the simultaneous appearance of superconducting and charge-density-wave (CDW) 
fluctuations relatively far above Tc (ref. 1-2). One of the experimental problems is that 
it is difficult to disentangle the SC response from these other ordering tendencies, e.g, 
the Nernst signal can be strongly affected by CDW fluctuations15. Therefore, it has 
been challenging to reliably establish the normal-state “background” and hence to 
unambiguously extract the SC signal. Recent measurements of the nonlinear 
conductivity, which is zero in the normal state, provide further evidence that traces of 
superconductivity indeed vanish rapidly above Tc, in an exponential fashion16. Such 
temperature dependence of the nonlinear conductivity is incompatible with prevailing 
theoretical ideas, but consistent with an inhomogeneous SC gap distribution, i.e., with 
local superconductivity above Tc and with SC percolation16. 
 
Here we use torque magnetometry to study the precursor SC diamagnetism above Tc 
(we quote Tc values that were obtained in the limit of zero magnetic field). Torque 
magnetometry is a thermodynamic probe with extremely high sensitivity to SC 
diamagnetism, a fundamental characteristic of superconductivity17. Upon considering 
the nonlinear magnetic field dependence, we find that the SC diamagnetism can be 
unambiguously disentangled from the normal-state paramagnetism over wide 
temperature ranges. By investigating a wide range of cuprate compounds over 
extensive doping and temperature ranges, we are thus able to carry out a pivotal test 
of scenarios of SC pre-pairing. 
We investigate nonlinear diamagnetism in LSCO, Bi2201, Bi2212 and Hg1201, with 
a focus on the doping dependence of Hg1201 and on a direct comparison of all four 
compounds near optimal doping.  Hg1201 is a model single-layer compound18-20 that 
features a simple tetragonal crystal structure, minimal extrinsic disorder effects, and 
and an optimal transition temperature Tcmax of nearly 100 K. We demonstrate that the 
emergence of superconductivity in all four cuprates is nearly indistinguishable, 
despite the dramatically lower Tcmax values of LSCO and Bi2201 (just below 40 K18) 
and the double-layer nature of Bi2212. The nonlinear diamagnetism follows 
exponential-like rather than power-law temperature dependence, in a universal (nearly 
compound independent) manner, in excellent agreement with the recent 
complementary linear and nonlinear conductivity results16. 
 
In torque magnetometry, the magnetization M is deduced from the mechanical torque 
τ  = Vµ0(M × H) experienced by a crystal in an external magnetic field H. Here, µ0 is 
the permeability of free space and V is the sample volume. The torque is measured as 
a function of temperature (T), magnetic field strength (H), and orientation of the 
sample with respect to the field direction. For a tetragonal system such as Hg1201 
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(and for nearly tetragonal systems such as LSCO, Bi2201, and Bi2212 – see 
Methods), the sample orientation is parameterized by the angle θ between H and the 
crystallographic c-axis. The field dependence of the magnetization can be obtained 
either directly, through field scans at a fixed angle, or indirectly, by observing the 
angular dependence of the torque in a fixed field. In the angular scans, the linear-in-
field magnetization (paramagnetic or diamagnetic) reveals itself as the second 
harmonic in the angular dependence, τ ∝ H2sin(2θ), whereas the non-linear-in-field 
magnetization introduces higher harmonics. For clarity, we define the “torque 
susceptibility” χtorque(H,θ,T) and “torque magnetization” Mtorque(H,θ,T) via χtorque  ≡ 
τ/(Vµ0HaHc) = Mc/Hc – Ma/Ha (∝ τ/(H2sin(2θ))) and Mtorque ≡ χtorqueH, where Ha = 
Hsin(θ) and Hc = Hcos(θ) are the components of H along the crystallographic a and c 
directions, and Mc (Ma) is the magnetization component along the c-axis (in-plane) 
direction. In the linear response regime, χtorque(T) equals the susceptibility anisotropy 
χc(T) − χa(T), and is independent of field strength and orientation of the crystal. For 
non-linear-in-field response, such as SC diamagnetism, χtorque varies with H and θ 
(Fig. 1c).  
 
In the normal state, at sufficiently high temperatures, we find perfect linear-in-field 
paramagnetic response in both the field and angular scans up to 14 T, the highest field 
of our study, for all samples. This is demonstrated for Hg1201 in Fig. 1a-c, both via 
direct observation of the magnetization as well as via consideration of χtorque, and 
indicative of the absence of any SC diamagnetism. In contrast to the normal-state 
response, the SC diamagnetism manifests itself via the nonlinear magnetic field 
dependence, even in relatively low fields (Fig. 1c). For example, for a Hg1201 crystal 
with Tc ≈ 96 K, the nonlinear magnetization in the field scans and the higher 
harmonics in the angular scans are clearly discernible below the same temperature of 
about 120 K (Figs. 1a and 1b).  
 
The temperature dependence of χtorque for Hg1201, Bi2201 and LSCO (Figs. 1d, 2a 
and Supplementary Figs. S3, and S4) reveals two distinct behaviors above Tc. The 
near-Tc regime is clearly dominated by SC diamagnetism and features an 
approximately exponential decay, accompanied by a strong non-linear field 
dependence of the magnetization (Fig. 1a-c). At higher temperatures, χtorque exhibits 
qualitatively different temperature dependence and no magnetic field dependence 
(within our sensitivity limit), and thus is clearly identified as normal-state 
paramagnetism. Previous torque studies of LSCO and Bi22015,6 deduced SC 
diamagnetism by subtracting an assumed high-temperature T-linear paramagnetic 
background χ(T) = (a + bT). However, we find that the normal-state paramagnetism 
strongly deviates from this assumption (see Fig. 1d).  
 
Without resorting to any assumptions regarding the paramagnetic background, we 
identify SC diamagnetism from the difference (ΔHχtorque) of χtorque at two different 
fields (or, equivalently, at two different angles), which completely removes the 
paramagnetic (i.e., linear response) component and leaves only non-linear magnetism. 
This enables us to trace the SC diamagnetism at temperatures well above Tc, even 
when the SC signal is two orders of magnitude smaller than the high-temperature 
paramagnetic magnetization (Fig. 2b-c). As shown in Figs. 2b,c, we find that the SC 
diamagnetic signal (ΔHχtorque) exhibits a rapid exponential decrease with increasing 
temperature, ΔHχtorque ∝ exp{−(T−Tc)/Td}, where Td is a measure of the temperature 
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range over which SC traces are significant. Figure 2b,d demonstrates for Hg1201 that 
Td exhibits weak doping dependence in the large range from the very underdoped (p ≈ 
0.07) to the overdoped (p ≈ 0.18) part of the phase diagram.  
 
Remarkably, our complementary measurements of optimally-doped Bi2201 and 
moderately underdoped LSCO reveal that the diamagnetic response of all three 
single-layer compounds is nearly indistinguishable (Figs. 2c-d, S2, S3), despite the 
stark difference (a factor of about 2.5) in Tcmax and the prominent charge/spin “stripe” 
correlations in x = 0.125 LSCO1. The universal nature of the observed behavior is 
further demonstrated for double-layer Bi2212 (Tc ≈ 90 K; Fig. 2c,d).  
 
These results are significant for a number of reasons. First, they constitute an 
unequivocal thermodynamic determination of SC emergence in the cuprates, as we 
observe SC emergence directly via diamagnetism, a fundamental and prominent 
characteristic of superconductivity17, and because our experimental approach does not 
resort to any “background” estimation. Second, they indicate that the emergence of 
superconductivity (χtorque) exhibits highly unusual, yet robust exponential temperature 
dependence with a characteristic temperature (Td) that is clearly independent of Tc. 
Contrary to the interpretation of recent torque results for YBa2Cu3O6+x21, this 
behavior cannot be described by Ginzburg-Landau theory, in which Tc is the 
characteristic fluctuation temperature scale and which predicts an approximately 
power-law temperature dependence16. Third, we demonstrate that the scale Td is 
universal (compound-independent). In particular, near optimal doping, the nonlinear 
diamagnetic response of all four investigated cuprate families is characterized by 
exponential decay with Td = 4-5 K. Fourth, this is the case even for p = 0.125 LSCO, 
where stripe correlations are particularly prominent, and for Hg1201 in the p = 0.07-
0.11 range, where CDW correlations are prominent in this compound22,23. This 
implies that these CDW correlations are not directly relevant to SC emergence and 
that they must have inadvertently affected a range of prior results3-8. Moreover, we 
note that in quantum-critical-point scenarios of the curpates, SC pairing is mediated 
by the fluctuations of a distinct order parameter1. Yet the observed behavior for 
overdoped Hg1201 near the putative quantum critical point at p ≈ 0.19 is the same as 
at low doping. Last, but not least, the observation of an exponential decay of the SC 
response with a universal characteristic temperature scale is fully consistent with 
recent nonlinear conductivity results16. This implies the existence of an underlying 
characteristic temperature (or energy scale) proportional to Td and independent of Tc. 
 
How can we understand the unusual SC emergence? We note that the cuprates are 
lamellar, perovskite-derived materials that are intrinsically inhomogeneous at the 
nanoscale24-30, and that even simple-tetragonal Hg1201 exhibits considerable variation 
in local electric field gradients, Cu-O bond angles and bond distances24,27. Evidence 
for inhomogeneity is observed on multiple energy scales, ranging from about 0.1 eV 
in scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) to 10-7 eV in nuclear magnetic resonance 
measurements. STM demonstrates that both the pseudogap28-30 and the lower-energy 
SC gap29,30 exhibit considerable spatial inhomogeneity. Consequently, some of the 
spatially inhomogeneous SC gaps “survive” in form of SC clusters at temperatures 
well above Tc. As the temperature decreases, these clusters proliferate and grow in 
size, and eventually percolate near Tc. The emergence of superconductivity may 
therefore be thought of as a percolation process, with a temperature scale controlled 
by the distribution of the SC gap rather than by Tc. Quantitative evaluation of the 
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nonlinear torque signal is difficult in this scenario, as it would involve the temperature 
and magnetic-field dependence of the SC gap distribution, the size distribution of the 
SC clusters, and the Josephson coupling among the clusters. However, we note that 
the recent conductivity measurements show universal exponential behavior as well, 
and that in this case the comparison with a simple percolation model is greatly 
simplified because small isolated SC clusters do not contribute to the conductance and 
large clusters dominate the response. The linear paraconductivity exhibits exponential 
decay with a characteristic temperature that is nearly identical to Td from our torque 
measurements, and both linear and nonlinear (third-harmonic) conductivity can be 
quantitatively described by a simple percolation model16. This demonstrates that the 
exponential temperature dependence can indeed be described by a percolation 
process. Notably, such a description fits well into a recently-proposed overarching 
picture of cuprate physics, where the key element is intrinsic localization-gap 
inhomogeneity31. The inhomogeneous (de)localization of charge carriers naturally 
accounts for the normal-state phase diagram, pseudogap, and superfluid density. The 
SC gap distribution discussed here can then be understood as a manifestation of the 
same underlying inhomogeneity on a lower, emergent energy scale. 
   
 
Methods 
 
1. Material growth and characterization. The Hg1201 crystals were grown as 
previously described19. The samples were annealed in oxygen rich or poor atmosphere 
to achieve the desired doping levels20.  The optimally-doped Bi2201 (onset Tc = 35 K) 
and underdoped Bi2212 (onset Tc = 90 K) crystals were grown by the traveling-
solvent floating-zone technique18. The quoted Tc values for all samples were 
determined from zero-field-cooled susceptibility measurements in 5 Oe magnetic field 
oriented along the crystallographic c-axis using Quantum Design, Inc., MPMS 
instruments. For Bi2201 and Bi2212, p is estimated18 from the empirical relation 
Tc/Tcmax = 1 − 82.6 (p − 0.16)2. For LSCO, we use p = x. 
 
2. Torque measurements. The torque measurements were carried out with high-
sensitivity torque lever chips, using Quantum Design, Inc., PPMS instruments. 
Torque was detected through the resistance change of piezoresistive elements in the 
Wheatstone bridge on the chips. The sensitivity of the method is limited by the signal-
to-noise ratio of the Wheatstone bridge. Whereas the signal is determined by the 
sample characteristics and sample mass, and increases with field (e.g., proportional to 
H2 in the paramagnetic state), the noise is determined by the chip characteristics and 
the measurement (sampling) time. From the signal-to-noise ratio of the field 
dependence of the effective moment Mtorque (Fig. 1a) we estimate that our method has 
a sensitivity comparable to the prior torque study of LSCO and Bi2201 that used a 
capacitive cantilever5,6.  
 
In addition to the random noise in the data, the extracted nonlinear magnetic signal 
ΔHχtorque is further limited by systematic error (due to imperfections in the 
experimental setup) from the subtraction. Therefore, the temperature dependence of 
ΔHχtorque can be described by adding a small constant to the exponential decay to 
account for the temperature-independent systematic error. This constant results from 
the small errors in setting the angles, from the offset due to gravity, and from the 
magnetoresistance of the torque lever chip, which varies between experiments and 
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constraint the detection limit of ΔHχtorque. As a result, the temperature range of the 
exponential decay appears to be cut off (Fig. 2c).   
 
LSCO, Bi2201 and Bi2212 have nearly tetragonal distorted crystal structures. 
However, since the difference in planar lattice constants a and b is very small (for 
example, less than ~ 0.4% for Bi2201), the difference between χa and χb is negligible 
compared to that between χa and χc. Therefore, these cuprates can be approximated as 
tetragonal systems and the same analysis for Hg1201 can be applied. 
 
3. Determination of Td. The characteristic decay rate Td was extracted from plots of -
1/dln(-χtorque)/dT vs. T (e.g., Fig. S2c). In Fig. 2d, we show Td obtained with this 
method: we use the values of -1/dln(-χtorque)/dT at or very close to Tc, where the 
paramagnetic contribution χp(T) is negligible. At low magnetic field, where 
Ginzburg-Landau-like behavior is expected, χtorque deviates from the exponential 
decay. At high fields, the SC diamagnetism weakens, and the paramagnetic 
component χp becomes significant. We find that Td is determined most reliably in the 
moderately-high-field regime µ0Hc = 2 to 5 T, and we use µ0H = 3.1-3.4 T in Fig. 2d. 
The temperature Td(H) increases with increasing field. However, this field 
dependence does not affect the monotonic doping dependence of Td for Hg1201 or the 
observed universal behavior. 
 
4. Contour plots. For the contour plots in Figs. 2d, S5 and S6 we used the angular 
difference instead of the magnetic field difference of χtorque. With our experimental 
setup, angular scans are less prone to systematic error; all data are obtained with the 
same field, which minimizes the systematic error from the magnetoresistance of the 
chip. Furthermore, data at different angles were obtained from a single scan, whereas 
changing the applied field takes a relatively long time and introduces an additional 
error due to a small signal variation with time. This signal variation observed over 
long periods of time is caused by the small drift in the resistivity of the elements of 
the bridge, and it is effectively cancelled in the angular difference, because data for θ 
= 45° and 67.5° were taken nearly simultaneously. We also performed full angular 
scans at intermediate temperatures (as shown in Fig. 1b) to evaluate the higher 
harmonics using Fourier analysis. Since a complete angular scan is relatively time 
consuming, it is not practical for a detailed measurement of the temperature 
dependence. Measurements at two angles were sufficient for the determination of the 
contour plots.  
  
We normalize ΔHχtorque by its value at a high temperature, because data were collected 
with multiple chips. The normalization removes the systematic error in the absolute 
value of χtorque due to chip calibration as well as the error in the determination of the 
sample mass. We use the highest temperature (250 K) measured for sample OP96 for 
normalization. This temperature lies far above the onset of SC diamagnetism. For all 
samples measured to 400 K, the monotonic temperature dependence of χtorque was 
found to continue at higher temperatures (Fig. 1d), so that the contour plot in Figs. 2d 
and 3 do not depend on the particular choice of reference temperature. 
 
The contour plots (Figs. 2d, S6) for Hg1201 are based on measurements of samples at 
seven doping levels with onset Tc = 54, 63, 67, 81, 89, 96 and 90 K. The Tc = 90 K 
sample is slightly overdoped. The data for the Tc = 63, 89 and 90 K samples were 
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obtained at a lower 9 T field using a 9 T (rather than 14 T) Quantum Design, Inc., 
PPMS instrument. In order to combine the 9 T and 14 T data, we multiplied the 9 T 
results by factors of 0.79 (ΔHχtorque/χtorque250K) and 1.18 (T − Tc). This normalization 
leads to a nearly perfect match of the 14 T and 9 T data for the UD67 sample. 
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Figure 1 | Field, temperature and doping dependence of the torque 
magnetization and susceptibility for Hg1201. a, Field dependence of the effective 
magnetic moment Mtorque (defined in the main text) at θ = 45° (solid lines) and 60° 
(dashed lines) for a nearly optimally doped sample OP96 (Tc ≈ 96 K). Data were 
taken in 0.2 T intervals. Diamagnetic magnetization is observed below about 120 K, 
where Mtorque(H) is strongly nonlinear. b, Angular dependence of the torque for 
sample OP96. The temperature is indicated by the same colors as in a. The deviation 
from the sin(2θ) dependence occurs below the same temperature as the onset of the 
nonlinear component of Mtorque(H) in a. Dashed black lines are fits to sin(2θ) for 150, 
120 and 110 K. c, χtorque as a function of Hc = Hcos(θ) for OP96, calculated from the 
field dependence in a (triangles: θ = 45°; circles: θ = 60°) and from the angular 
dependence in b (squares: µ0H = 14 T). The two methods agree remarkably well, 
indicating that the result is hardly affected by Ha. This implies that the contribution 
from the in-plane response is negligible and that χc dominates the nonlinear 
diamagnetic signal in this temperature range. Horizontal lines at 120 K and 150 K 
indicate the field-independent paramagnetic contributions. d, χtorque over a wide 
temperature range above Tc for OP96 and three underdoped samples UD54, UD67 
and UD81 (Tc ≈ 54, 67, 81 K). χtorque is obtained with an external magnetic field µ0H 
= 14 T at θ = 45°. At fixed field, χtorque is proportional to the effective magnetization 
Meff ≡ τ/(µ0VHsin(θ)) used in prior torque studies5,6 (note the difference with our 
definition of Mtorque). At high temperature, in the normal state, Mtorque is independent 
of θ, and χtorque (now equal to χc − χa) is independent of θ and H up to at least 14 T 
 11 
with very good accuracy. The vertical bars indicate the pseudogap temperature T* 
estimated from neutron scattering and planar dc resistivity measurements32,33. Non-
trivial temperature dependences of χtorque (and dχtorque/dT) are observed up to 400 K. 
Very similar behavior as in a-d is observed for the other cuprates (see Supplementary 
Information). 
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Figure 2 | Universal behavior of the torque susceptibility. a, χtorque(H,θ,T) obtained 
under three different conditions for Hg1201 samples UD54, UD67, UD81and OP96: 
(i) µ0H = 14 T, θ = 45°; (ii) µ0H = 14 T, θ = 67.5°; (iii) µ0H = 8 T, θ = 45°. 
Deviations upon approaching Tc are due to SC diamagnetism. Vertical dashed lines 
indicate zero-field Tc. ΔHχtorque can be evaluated as either the difference between (i) 
and (ii), or (i) and (iii). b, ΔHχtorque(T) ≡ χtorque(14T,45°,T) − χtorque(14T,67.5°,T) for 
Hg1201 (from a), normalized at 250 K, versus T − Tc. Lines in a&b are guides to the 
eye. c, Comparison of ΔHχtorque ≡ χtorque(9T,45°,T) − χtorque(9T,67.5°,T) for slightly 
underdoped Hg1201 (p = 0.118, Tc = 89 K), LSCO (p = x = 0.125, Tc = 27 K), Bi2212 
(p = 0.135, Tc = 90 K) and optimally doped Bi2201 (p = 0.16, Tc = 35 K). Solid lines 
are fits to an exponential behavior plus a small constant corresponding to the 
sensitivity limit (see Methods). d, Characteristic temperature of SC diamagnetism Td 
vs. hole concentration for Hg1201 (circles), Bi2201 (square), Bi2212 (triangle) and 
LSCO (stars) extracted for µ0Hc in the range 3.1-3.4 T from the exponential behavior 
χtorque ∝ exp{−(T −Tc)/Td} near Tc. Td is nearly independent of compound and decrease 
slightly with increasing doping. The errors represent the uncertainty of the fits (see 
Methods). The color contour shows the magnitude of the nonlinear magnetic response 
log10(ΔHχtorque/χ250torque) for Hg1201 as function of T−Tc and p. Normalization of 
ΔHχtorque by its high-temperature value allows the comparison of samples with 
different hole concentrations (see Methods).  Td weakly increases with increasing Hc, 
but this does not affect the observation of universal behavior. Whereas Td is best 
defined from χtorque, the difference ΔHχtorque used in Figs. 2 and Supplementary Figs. 
S2-S3 better demonstrates the exponential decay to high temperatures and gives a 
better estimate of the measurable extent of SC traces. 
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Supplementary Text 
1. Comparison with previous torque measurements  
In prior torque studies of LSCO and Bi22015,6, diamagnetism was assigned to be the 
deviation of the magnetization (M – Mp) from an assumed paramagnetic background 
Mp(H,T) = (a + bT)H, extrapolated from the high-temperature behavior. ‘Onset’ 
temperatures of the fluctuation diamagnetism were estimated from data obtained in a 
14 T field. These characteristic temperatures are substantially higher than those 
estimated in our study using both 9 T and 14 T fields. Sensitivity differences between 
the two methods are not expected to result in very different ‘onset’ temperatures due 
to the exponentially-decreasing diamagnetic signal (Figs. 2b&c, S1-5). Instead, the 
differences are the result of distinctly different methods of estimating the normal-state 
contribution. As shown for Hg1201 in Fig. 1d (and Figs. S3&S4 for Bi2201 and 
LSCO), the high-temperature magnetization cannot in fact be reliably approximated 
by a linear temperature dependence. Large deviations from assumed linear behavior 
already appear at or above the pseudogap temperature T*, far above Tc (Fig. 1d). This 
conclusion is also reached from considering the temperature derivative of the torque 
susceptibility: similar to Hg1201 (Fig. S1c&S2b), the paramagnetic susceptibility of 
Bi2201 (Fig. S3b) and LSCO (Fig. S4b) does not follow a linear temperature 
dependence, as evidenced by the fact that dχtorque/dT is not constant in any portion of 
the measured temperature ranges.  
 
Instead, we observe a clear crossover about 20 K above Tc between two different 
temperature and field behaviors of the torque susceptibility (Fig. S3&S4). The near-Tc 
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regime exhibits strong magnetic-field dependence and a rapid exponential decay as a 
function of T−Tc. Since this behavior is directly connected to the SC transition, it is 
unambiguously identified as SC diamagnetism. At higher temperatures, χtorque exhibits 
different temperature dependence and no measureable magnetic field dependence. In 
Figs. S3c&S4c, the deviation from an attempted T-linear fit at higher temperature is 
plotted vs. temperature. This plot clearly demonstrates the presence of a crossover, 
although as emphasized, it is not possible to establish the temperature and character of 
this crossover in this manner. However, we can now safely conclude that the magnetic 
response defined as the deviation from an assumed high-temperature T-linear 
behavior in the prior torque studies5,6 contains two components, the strongly field-
dependent one within about 20 K above Tc identified by our method, and a field-
independent (within error) one. Consequently, the temperature scale extracted in the 
prior work is arbitrary. Rather than being indicative of SC diamagnetism close to Tc, 
as revealed by our method, the strong temperature dependence of the magnetization at 
higher temperatures might result from a temperature-dependent suppression of the 
paramagnetic susceptibility associated with the opening of the pseudogap32,33,S1 and/or 
the emergence of other electronic phases1,2,15,S2 distinct from the SC diamagnetism 
close to. 
 
At temperatures close to Tc, we identify two types of magnetization behavior as a 
function of magnetic field. As shown for Hg1201 UD67 (Fig. S1a), up to Hc ≈ 1 T, 
the diamagnetic magnetization may be described reasonably well by a power-law, 
|Mtorque| ∝ Hcβ (i.e., |χtorque|∝ Hcβ-1), with β ≈ 0.6. A similar field dependence was 
observed earlier in a torque study of Bi2201 and Bi2212 (referred to as ‘fragile 
London rigidity)6, where β was found to decrease from 1 to values less than 0.2 close 
to Tc. For Hg1201, just above Tc, we find β close to 1/2. At higher fields, we find that 
the magnetization increases more slowly than |Hc|0.6, and at even higher fields, it 
decreases with increasing field. All discussions of SC diamagnetism in the main text 
refer to this latter, moderately-high-field regime.  
 
2. Comparison with other measurements 
Figure S6 compares our results for the single-layer compounds Hg1201, Bi2201 and 
LSCO with characteristic temperatures obtained with different techniques. In 
evaluating this figure, it should be kept in mind that, invariably, there exist sample-
specific differences (hole concentration estimates, degree of chemical disorder, etc.) 
and different degrees of sensitivity to the emergence of superconductivity among the 
experimental probes. For example, our Bi2201 sample has a Tc that is 5 K higher than 
that of the nominally optimally-doped sample in the specific heat measurement13.  
 
As shown in Fig. S6, our result for Hg1201 agrees well with microwave conductivity 
work10: the ‘onset’ identified with the latter technique corresponds to 
Δχtorque/χtorque250K = 0.1-0.2. Specific heat measurements for the low-Tcmax compound 
Bi220113 are consistent with our torque measurements. Moreover, terahertz 
conductivity study of LSCO thin films shows that temporal phase correlations are 
observable only up to about Tc + 20 K11,12. This consistency among results obtained 
with charge and magnetic probes reinforces the conclusion that measurable SC signal 
in both low- and high-Tcmax single-layer compounds does not extend far above Tc. 
 
The temperature scale of the robust exponential behavior identified in our work is 
determined for different cuprate compounds using the same criterion, hence allowing 
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us to demonstrate universality. The temperature Td characterizes the decay rate of the 
SC diamagnetism rather than its apparent ‘onset’. This enables unambiguous and 
quantitative comparison of single- and double-layer compounds with low and high 
Tcmax. Our approach therefore enables us to reveal unexpected universal SC 
emergence. 
 
3. Disorder in the cuprates 
The cuprates are intrinsically disordered and exhibit considerable variation in Cu-O 
bond angles and bond distances18,24-27,S3. Even stoichiometric YBa2Cu3O7 (YBCO) is 
not as ‘clean’ a system as often assumed: NMR measurements reveal a considerable 
distribution of local electric field gradients, and EXAFS data indicate a relatively 
large local strain of the CuO2 planes24. The crystal structures of the cuprates consist of 
an intergrowth of Cu-O layers of fixed oxygen composition and oxide layers with 
(typically) variable oxygen concentration. In general, there exists a bond-length 
mismatch across the interlayer “interface,” which corresponds to a deviation of the 
geometric tolerance factor from unity and typically leads to lower than tetragonal 
global structural symmetryS4-S5. The bond-length mismatch is further accommodated 
by local deviations from the average crystal structure. Additional sources of disorder 
include substitutional doping (as in LSCO), off-stoichiometry in the intervening 
layers (in most compounds), and structural domain boundaries in compounds with 
lower than tetragonal symmetry. As a result, there may exist rare regions with a local 
electronic environment that resembles the more ideal situation in which the pairing 
energy is high. For example, a STM study of double-layer Bi2212 revealed a (static) 
spatial distribution of local gaps well above Tc28. Therefore, diamagnetic islands form 
locally at high temperature, and then grow in area as Tc is approached from above.  
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Figure S1 | Low-field regime, definition of characteristic temperature, crossover 
to high-temperature regime for Hg1201 (Tc = 67 K). a, Indication of possible 
power-law field dependence below about 1 T for sample UD67 at 70 K, just above Tc. 
Dashed line represents a fit to |χtorque| = |Hc|−0.4. b, Demonstration of exponential 
temperature dependence |χtorque| ∝ exp{−(T−Tc)/Td} at a somewhat larger field. Blue 
dashed line is a fit to the low-temperature data. Vertical dashed-dotted line indicates 
Tc. c, The exponential decay is also seen from the derivative dχtorque/dT, which is 
shown together with fits (lines) at several angles (i.e., different Hc).  Td exhibits weak 
field dependence. Above about Tc + 15 K, a crossover to a different behavior is seen. 
d, Difference ΔHχtorque(T)  ≡ χtorque(45°,T) − χtorque(67.5°,T), normalized by the value 
at 250 K. The solid red line is a fit to exponential behavior, exp{−(T−Tc)/Td} (with 
Td ≈ 5 K), plus a small constant to capture the noise floor. The blue horizontal dashed 
line indicates the limit Δχtorque/χ250torque = 0.01, below which the SC diamagnetic 
signal can no longer be reliably discerned. The data in b-d were obtained with a 9 T 
field. 
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Figure S2 | Extraction of characteristic temperature Td from χ torque for Hg1201 
(Tc = 89 K). a, Near Tc, for magnetic fields outside the Ginzburg-Landau-like regime 
(Hc  > 1 T), the magnitude of χtorque is well described by a simple exponential decay, 
χtorque ∝ exp{−(T−Tc)/Td} (solid line), allowing the definition of the characteristic 
fluctuation temperature Td. The deviation from the exponential behavior above ~105 
K is due to the increasing relative importance of the paramagnetic normal-state 
contribution. b, The temperature derivative dχtorque/dT demonstrates the same 
exponential behavior as in a and is less sensitive to the paramagnetic contribution. c, 
Equivalently, the logarithmic derivative −1/dln(−χtorque)/dT , which corresponds to the 
ratio of the quantities in panels a and b, equals Td near Tc. The deviation from the 
constant value (Td) is due to the paramagnetic contribution that dominates at higher 
temperature. As shown in Fig. 3d, the doping (and compound) dependence of Td is 
small. We note that Td weakly increases with increasing Hc, but that this does not 
affect the fact that Td gradually decreases with increasing doping. While Td is best 
defined from χtorque, the difference ΔHχtorque used in Figs. 2-3 and Figs. S3-S4 
demonstrates the exponential decay to higher temperature and gives a better estimate 
of the measurable extent of superconducting diamagnetism.  
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Figure S3 | Torque susceptibility for optimally-doped Bi2201 (Tc ≈ 35 K). Data 
were taken with a 9 T field. a, χtorque obtained at θ = 45° and 67.5°, i.e., at different 
values of Hc, the magnetic field component perpendicular to the CuO2 planes. The 
black solid line is a linear fit to the data between 100 K and 180 K. The deviation 
from an apparent high-temperature T-linear behavior was previously interpreted as 
due to SC diagmagnetism5,6. However, a field-dependent diamagnetic response is 
noticeable only at the lower temperature indicated by the vertical dashed line. b, The 
temperature derivative dχtorque/dT changes continuously at all temperatures. c, χtorque 
with the T-linear fit (defined in a) subtracted. The data clearly show two distinct 
temperature regimes. The near-Tc regime is characterized by a strong magnetic field 
dependence and a rapid exponential decay of the diamagnetic magnetic response with 
increasing temperature. The higher temperature regime exhibits no field dependence 
within our sensitivity limit. d, ΔHχtorque/χ250torque from the difference between data 
taken at θ = 45° and 67.5°. As in Fig. S1d, the red solid line is a fit to 
exp{−(T−Tc)/Td} plus a small constant to capture the noise floor. The blue horizontal 
dashed line indicates the limit ΔHχtorque/χ250torque = 0.01 below which the SC 
diamagnetic signal can no longer be reliably discerned. The vertical dashed line 
indicates the corresponding characteristic temperature.  
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Figure S4 | Torque susceptibility for La1.875Sr0.125CuO4 (Tc ≈  27 K). Data were 
taken with a 9 T field. a, χtorque obtained at θ = 45° and 67.5°, i.e., at different values 
of Hc, the magnetic field component perpendicular to the CuO2 planes. The black 
solid line is a linear fit to the data between 100 K and 180 K. The deviation from an 
apparent high-temperature T-linear behavior was previously interpreted as due to 
fluctuation diagmagnetism5,6. However, a field-dependence of the magnetic response 
is noticeable only at much lower temperature. b, Temperature derivative dχtorque/dT 
changes continuously (all the way to 350 K, the highest temperature of the 
measurement), indicating that there is no true T-linear range at this doping level. c, 
χtorque with the T-linear fit (as defined in a) subtracted. The data show two distinct 
temperature regimes. The near-Tc regime is characterized by a strong magnetic field 
dependence and a rapid exponential decay of the magnetic response with increasing 
temperature. We ascribe this regime to superconducting pre-pairing. The higher-
temperature regime exhibits no field dependence within our sensitivity limit, and is 
thus unrelated to superconductivity. d, ΔHχtorque/χ250torque from the difference between 
data taken at θ = 45° and 67.5°. As in Figs. S1d and S3d, the red solid line is a fit to 
exp{−(T−Tc)/Td} plus a small constant to capture the noise floor. The blue horizontal 
dashed line indicates the limit ΔHχtorque/χ250torque = 0.01 below which the SC 
diamagnetic signal can no longer be reliably discerned.  The vertical dashed line in all 
panels indicates the corresponding characteristic temperature. 
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Figure S5 | Comparison with prior torque and Nernst work for LSCO. 
Pioneering Nernst effect measurements3,4 (circles) yielded very high characteristic 
temperatures and were interpreted as indicative of SC fluctuations. Subsequent torque 
data6 (squares) were argued to be consistent with the Nernst results. In contrast, our 
torque data imply a dramatically smaller regime of SC diamagnetism: the color 
contour shows log10(ΔHχtorque/χ250torque) for the x = 0.08 and 0.125 samples (see also 
Fig. 4). The exponentially decreasing diamagnetic signal is below our detection limit 
for temperatures above about Tc + 20 K.  
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Figure S6 | Comparison of temperature scales from various experiments. The 
color contour shows log10(ΔHχtorque/χ250torque) for Hg1201 (same data as in Fig. 2d, but 
for wider temperature range), obtained from an interpolation of measurements of 
seven samples, and for optimally-doped Bi2201 and underdoped LSCO (p = x = 0.08 
and 0.125). The grey shaded area indicates schematically the extent of SC 
diamagnetism in LSCO and Bi2201. Similar to Hg1201 (torque and microwave10 
(TMW)), the lower characteristic temperatures for LSCO (torque and teraherz11 (TTHz)) 
and Bi2201 (torque and specific heat13 (TSH)) indicate that SC responses are restricted 
to a narrow temperature range above Tc, and closely track Tc with doping (shaded 
grey area). For LSCO, the high characteristic temperatures are from Nernst (TNernst)3,4 
measurements, whereas for Bi2201 they are from Nernst (TNernst)4 and photoemission 
(TARPES)7 measurements. For LSCO, the characteristic temperatures from dc 
magnetoresistance (Tρ)8 are also shown. See Fig. S5 for a direct comparison between 
current and prior5,6 torque results for LSCO. T*(p) deduced from neutron (T*neutron)32 
and transport (T*ρ)20,33 measurements for Hg1201 extrapolates to zero at p ≈ 0.19. 
The estimation of the hole concentrations for Hg1201 and Bi2201 is described in the 
Methods. For LSCO, p = x is the Sr concentration. The torque data for Hg1201 (for 
LSCO and Bi2201) were obtained with H = 14 T (with H = 9 T). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
